What would have happened if a relatively looser fisheries policy had been implemented in the European Union (EU)? Using Bayesian methods a Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium (DSGE) model is estimated to assess the impact of the European Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) on the economic performance of a Galician (north-west of Spain) fleet highly dependant on the EU southern stock of hake. Our counterfactual analysis shows that if a less effective CFP had been implemented during the period 1986-2012, 'fishing opportunities" would have increased, leading to an increase in labor hours of 4.87%. However, this increase in fishing activity would have worsened the profitability of the fleet, dropping wages and rental price of capital by 6.79% and 0.88%, respectively. Welfare would also be negatively affected since, in addition to the increase in hours worked, consumption would have reduced by 0.59%.
Introduction
The above is what we name the "folk theory", that is the cian (north-west of Spain) fleet, the evolution of the profitabil-28 ity is exactly as the one described in the "folk theory": fewer 29 vessels and lower financial profitability.
30
It is complicate to evaluate this "folk theory" in a general that minimize costs such that:
where A t is the total factor productivity (TFP) and ε r,t+1 repre-127 sent unexpected shocks affecting the price of physical capital. 
where N a,t represents the fish abundance of age a = 1...., A at 136 time t, w a p a are the average weight and the selectivity param-
137
eter of age a, respectively, and m is the natural mortality that 138 does not depend on age.
139
Finally, we assume that the TFP of the economy, A t , is re-140 lated with the size of the fishery stock. Formally, 
where ρ is the autocorrelation parameter and N 1 is the mean 154 recruitment. ) and of the recruitment AR process (ρ), the stock productivity (α stock ), the exogenous labor desutility (B) and its trend parameter (γ). for the policy coefficient, γ. with that generated by the model for the same variables.
216
In order to understand how the model works in terms of 217 policy, we present the impulse response functions associated to 218 the effects of a policy shock, ε z . In particular, we study the 
Results

235
The observed evolution of the fleet performance during the Formally, let {y t (ε z,t , S t )} 2012 t=1982 represent the path of fishery's observable variables as a function of the policy shocks ε z and the remaining historical exogenous shocks hitting the fishery, S, for the analyzed period. Lets define now a counterfactual situation with a different path of policy shocks for the period 1986-2005 that represents a 10% increase in the maximum number of days with respect to the original policy, everything else equal, {ε z,t } 2012 t=1986 . Since an increase in the maximum number of days is given by a negative policy shock, every new period shock is taken asε z,t = ε z,t − 0.10 × ε z,t . Note that this counterfactual analysis, considers different policy Figure 4: Counterfactual analysis: Red line represents time series associated with a less restrictive policy in the maximum number of days, {y t (ε z,t , S t )}, and black line represents historical time series, {y t (ε z,t , S t )}. Figure 5 : Counterfactual over historical path ratio, y t (ε z,t , S t )/y t (ε z,t , S t ) , of landings, Y, consumption, C, physical capital, K, labor, L, wages, W, gross capital rental rate, R, total factor productivity, A, and fishing mortality, F. A. This lower resource productivity generates lower wages, w t ,
274
and rental prices, r t . As a result, consumption also decreased.
275
Therefore, the estimated model considers that the underlying The historical and counterfactual fleet behavior are compared by computing the ratio y t (ε z,t , S t ) y t (ε z,t , S t ) .
The counterfactual value is higher (lower) than the historical 293 value when the ratio is higher (lower) than 1. Figure ? ? dis- 
